The WFH
Essentials
Handbook

Everything an employee needs to be
cyber safe and secure, and do more with less
when working from home.

Telephony and Email
Pre-pandemic, most of our WFH calls and emails were made, infrequently,
from mobiles. This isn’t sustainable for long-term, productive remote
working so we recommend switching handheld devices for desktop-based
email and telephony. Ensure that email is integrated with calendars and
other applications either via Microsoft 365 or using APIs, connected to
cloud-based backup, and protected by security filtering technology.
Similarly, advanced, cloud-based telephony systems are available, which
can integrate directly with CRMs to aid efficiency and visibility among a
distributed workforce.

Internet
Home routers have inherited the fundamental role of business internet lines.
But fast, reliable internet is often taken for granted. And when you’re battling a
bad connection, the absence of good internet is really apparent.

Secure VPN or Remote Desktop

Although home network speed and availability are largely beyond company
control, products are available to improve performance. From plug-in WiFi
range boosters to pre-loaded dongles, there can be simple solutions to
the frustration of untrustworthy WiFi. IT departments should provide these
extras – and make sure that you’ve reset router passwords before accessing
company data or systems. Read how here.

Good remote working infrastructure will enable employees to work at the
office one day, and at home the next, as if nothing is different apart from their
surroundings. A Remote Desktop, like ours allows employees to access
apps and storage seamlessly and securely from anywhere. It also makes
rapid switches between on-site and home an efficient process for just £25
per user/month.
For more advanced remote working connectivity, consider custom VPN
(virtual private network) architecture, which creates a secure tunnel
between external devices and internal networks and servers, encrypting
traffic and adhering to business security policy.

Hardware
Not every former office-based colleague has their own company device,
and others may be battling with inadequate hardware for their role (we’re
looking at you, tablets!). Every colleague working from home should be
equipped with a laptop or surface that has processing power, memory, and
display quality capable of handling the demands of their job. A designer, for
example, may need a higher spec machine than a salesperson.
In a world that’s transitioned to video communication, in-built cameras and
webcams are now a must-have for keeping collaboration and client (and
colleague) relationships alive. Similarly, noise-cancelling headphones with
microphones are a lifeline for professional, effortless meetings, and to
minimise distractions if you live in a multi-WFH household.

App Access
Not matter the size of your business or IT estate, working from home
infrastructure must include secure access to business-critical apps,
however they are hosted. In addition to operational systems, all remote
colleagues require access to the Microsoft Office Suite including Word,
Excel and PowerPoint to perform basic business and client delivery
functions.

Data security

Email filtering

As networks widen and security moves beyond the four walls of an
organisation, so does the likelihood of a data breach. Review data security
policies, procedures and permissions and only allow access to sensitive
data if encryption, multi-factor authentication and automated online backup
and recovery are in place. Remote working colleagues need a safe way
to access, manage and store data – whether client records, project files or
financial details.

No business can afford to use email or Microsoft 365 communications
without an additional layer of email security. Reinforcing with targeted email
filtering such as that from Mimecast will block known and unknown emailbased threats, secure distributed email networks and protect new M365
exposure points from risks inherent to remote working.
When the world around us is a bit strange and communication has
shifted almost exclusively online, unusual phising and whaling emails may
not be immediately obvious. Having backup in the form of email filtering
technology significantly reduces the risk of doing business digitally.

Firewall protection and antivirus
The cyberthreat landscape has changed and what worked before may
now be a considerable weak link. Everyone is a target, but due to disparity
and inexperience, remote workers and devices connected to home WiFi
networks are easy victims.
A SonicWall firewall reconfigured for the current state of play – with access
control lists updated as a bare minimum – plus business-grade antivirus
capable of detecting unknown threats are both WFH essentials. IT should
ensure this software is active on all remote devices.

Web content filtering
From scams purporting to be genuine Covid-19 related support schemes
to spyware installed on spoofing webpages, remote workers have never
faced so many targeted, convincing internet-based threats.
Web content filtering doesn’t just protect networks from trojans and
malware, but shields employees from inappropriate content, even when
you’re not in the same office. Real-time monitoring and blocking means
no heart-in-your-mouth moments, and business solutions will allow for
configuration based on users, timeframes, risk scores and more, tailored
to remote working likelihoods. If necessary, content filtering can restrict
personal browsing to enhance focus and safety.

Microsoft 365
When the access, application and security basics are covered, focus turns
to collaboration and productivity – all of which can be handled under one
roof with the Microsoft 365 universe of apps. A purely cloud platform but able
to pull in data stored on-premise, M365 brings together leading productivity
apps, device management and an added layer of cybersecurity for
remote workers.
It features Teams for chat, calls, video meetings and calendars. SharePoint
for sharing and collaborating on files, data and resources and managing
projects. OneDrive for secure cloud storage and online backup plus much
more. It allows home and on-premise teams to work smarter, be more
efficient and keep connected.

If your team needs help with any aspect of remote working,
contact a Starcom expert on 0844 579 0800 or visit starcom.node4.
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